Geared Up Garage, Slider/Pop Up Card Tutorial
By Sandy Hancock

1. Stamp the grease spots in Basic Gray ink all over the 5 ½”x 4 ¼” Basic Gray c/s.
2. Use the third to the largest Rectangle Stitched Framelit. Place the bottom Of the framelit ½” from the
bottom of the card. MAKE SURE THAT YOU CUT THE RECTANGLE OUT STRAIGHT (3 SIDES ONLY) You’ll
see in the picture below that the second plate stops right at the inside line of the Stitched Rectangle
Framelit. Run the whole thing through the Big Shot. The top edge will not cut.

3. Score starting from the end that was not cut. Score in between the lines only at ¾”, 2 ¾” and 4 ½”.
Here is what the scored lines will look like when they are scored. I’m just showing you what they look
like folded. (below pic on left) DO NOT FOLD THEM YET!

4. Use the ¾” Circle Punch to put out a tab at the top of the main card.
5. Stamp whatever you want to stamp on the 3 ½”x 5” slider c/s. For this
Card it will be “You’re a Classic” . And All geared up to celebrate”.
6. On the back side of the main card, add Tear & Tape to the ¼” fold. (See pic above on the right)
7. Place the front of the stamped slider piece to the Tear & Tape. MAKE SURE THAT IT IS PUT ON
STRAIGHT AND CENTERED. (left pic below)

8. NOW YOU WANT TO FOLD WELL ON ALL OF THE SCORED LINES.
9. Add adhesive on the three sides around the white piece that you just added. Don’t get the adhesive so
close to the white sliding piece that it will not be able to easily move.
10. Add the back piece to the card. It should be 1/8” smaller than the front simply so that it doesn’t show
and is easy to add. (pic above on right)
11. Emboss the car on a 4”x 2” piece of white c/s with VersaMark and black Embossing Powder.
12. Cut out the card with the appropriate Stitched Rectangle Framelit.
13. Color the car in with the Dark Cherry Cobbler Stampin’ Blend Marker.
14. Add the car to the1 5/8’x 3 5/8” black c/s.
15. Add this to the front side of the slider with Tear & Tape.
16. Slide the card up and add a greeting to the exposed white c/s. I used Two greetings combined from
Perennial Birthday Set.
17. Cut one set of black gears and two small silver gears to add to the Back of the folding slider part.

18. I cut two of the gears off so that they would fit on the back of the card.
19. You can write “pull up” at the top of the card when it is closed so that the recipient will know how to
open it.

